Installation Instruction

Sound Rise

System Hardware Setup

System Clock Setup

The Hotel version of Sound Rise includes a bracket to ensure the DC power jack cannot be removed. For
additional security, it also includes a lanyard to allow tethering of the Sound Rise to furniture if required.
See instructions below for fitting.
1 Insert the DC plug of the supplied power adaptor into the
DC IN jack on the back of the system.

For the first time setup, there is a need to setup the calendar and clock time. The unit has Daylight Saving
Time (DST) function and can adjust the clock automatically when this function is enabled.
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1 When the system is plugged into AC power first time, the
system enters system setup mode.
2 The “DST setting” will blink.
3 Press the <</>> or -/+ buttons to toggle the DST function
ON/OFF. (The DST function is enabled by default and is suitable for US only. Regions out side of US select DST to OFF.)
SNOOZE/ENTER
4 Press SNOOZE / ENTER button to confirm the setting.
5 Repeat 3 and 4 above to adjust year, month, date, hour,
minute, AM/PM, and 12/24HR mode selection.

2 Place the bracket onto the DC plug. Insert the tabs of the
bracket into the slots of the system ( A ), and push the
bracket up to lock it in place ( B ).
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Note:
3 Align the screw hole on the bracket and the system, and
tighten the screw to fix the bracket to the system.

• If you want to change the date and the clock, press and hold SNOOZE / ENTER button and the
button simultaneously for 5 seconds in standby mode, then operate according to step 2~5 above
to set the DST, calendar and the time.

System Reset
4 Fix the end of the lanyard to a secure and firm place using
the supplied screw. (Or other screw if applicable for fixing
on different places)

Press and hold SNOOZE / ENTER button and the PAIR button
simultaneously for 5 seconds to reset the Bluetooth connection,
dimmer level, alarm setting, and volume level to factory default
settings.

Note:
5 Fully uncoil and extend the FM antenna wire on the back of
the system for the best possible radio reception.

6 Remove the battery insulation tape from the battery door.

• After resetting clock to the system clock, the Bluetooth
connection and the following previous user settings
(including dimmer, alarm and volume setting) will also be
reset to default setting.
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Battery Replacement
There is a backup battery for keeping the date and the clock time. When the level of backup battery is low,
the low battery indicator
will appear on the display. It is the time to replace the battery.

7 Leave the guest instruction card or quick start guide in the
guest room with the Sound Rise.

Out of Power Indication
After the system is out of power completely (no AC plugged and backup battery has been drained), once
the power is resumed, the system will be reset to default settings as the first time usage and the “year
digit” will keep blinking to alert hotel staff to set the date and the clock time again.

